The spherical perceptron with N inputs and a linear output does not present optimal generalization if trained by minimization of the standard quadratic cost function
Introduction
The ability of generalization (rule extraction) is the simplest possible cognitive-like property, besides functioning as associative memories, presented by arti cial neural nets. Generalization occurs when the probability of acting successfully on a previously unseen exemplar is larger than just random-guessing. This led several authors to study the ability of generalization within the framework of supervised learning 1, 2] . The simplest model where this property can be studied systematically is the linear perceptron with no hidden units. This has been done using a statistical dynamical approach 3] and through the use of equilibrium statistical mechanics 4, 5, 6, 7] . Given such xed architecture it seems natural to try to answer questions such as what is the best possible algorithm in the sense of maximizing generalization.
The aim of this paper is to study this problem of optimal generalization algorithms, within two possible scenarios of supervised learning. In the rst one, we consider the case of single presentation of examples or what has been called on-line learning or even incremental learning 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . In this case each example is used sequentially, in a manner as prescribed by the learning algorithm, and then thrown away. The synaptic changes made at a given stage of the learning procedure depend speci cally only on the example being presented and possibly on the current state of the net. The well known Hebb algorithm 13] for Boolean output perceptrons is a simple instance of on-line learning where all examples receives the same weight independently of the network state. Allowing a modulation mechanism on the Hebbian term has proven to be a very cheap scheme from a computational cost point of view presenting the same power law decay of the generalization error as standard iterative algorithms 10].
On-line learning is also the natural procedure for time varying rules 11, 14] where the examples might not be available all at once, or even when old examples may not be any longer representative of the present state of the rule which has to be infered. In some cases it might even reduce the`over tting' e ect typical of some exhaustive methods 15] . It is also the natural scheme for`learning by queries ' 8, 10] , since the criterium for selecting examples depends on the stage of learning. Finally, we observe that on-line learning has been extended to some multilayer networks leading to very interesting results 16, 17, 18, 19] .
The second scenario of supervised learning that we will study is that of exhaustive learning or what might be called, by opposition, o -line learning. In this case the synaptic changes depend on the whole set of learning examples through a global cost function and they are used repeatedly until minimization of this cost function is achieved. In this manner the problem of learning has been presented as a problem of equilibrium statistical mechanics 2, 4] .
A further distinction which appears in the case of linear perceptrons is between constrained and unconstrained learning 3]. In the former case the norm of the perceptron weight vector is maintaned constant throughout the learning procedure. In the later, this norm can depend on the learning stage or the number of examples.
For the case of unconstrained learning our results reduce to previous ndings 5, 6, 7] , with perhaps a di erent point of view on the nature of the cost function. For the case of constrained learning, however, our results are new and give surprising results: better generalization is achieved with an inconsistent algorithm, that is, without minimizing the empirical error (the quadratic di erence between the two network outputs). We show that, in this case of constrained learning, minimization of the empirical error leads to over tting even if the examples are noiseless!
In the next section we present the model and discuss the performance measures. In section 3 the dynamics of on-line learning is presented and the optimal algorithm determined. The optimized dynamics can be thought of as a gradient descent method which at every time step decreases a cost (energy) function which depends explicitly on only the last presented example. This on-line cost function suggests a global cost function, which depends on all the examples of the learning set, to be used in an o -line manner. In section 4 the equilibrium statistical mechanics results for this energy function are obtained using the, by now standard, replica method.
The power of single presentation of examples is perhaps best illustrated by the fact that the popular quadratic error energy function with exhaustive learning, which in practice means substantial computational cost, is outperformed by the computationaly cheap optimized online algorithm for up to 0:71, where is the number of examples per number of adjustable weights. It is outperformed by the exhaustive optimized energy function for up to 1. For > 1 both exhaustive methods lead to perfect generalization. Section 5 presents some concluding remarks concerning our results from a point of view of maximum log-likelihood methods.
2 The Model
Learning from examples in perceptrons
The single-layer perceptron output is a function of a weighted sum of N inputs,
where h is the perceptron local eld, S = fS j g(j = 1; : : : ; N) is a N-dimensional input vector, J = fJ j g is the perceptron weight vector and the convention
for the scalar product of N-dimensional vectors has been used; g(x) is the perceptron transfer function and it de nes the type of machine under study, e.g. we may have a linear perceptron (g(x) = x), a graded response perceptron (g(x) is a sigmoidal function like tanh(x)) or a Boolean perceptron (g(x) = sign(x)).
Here we consider the realizable generalization task where the rule to be infered by the student (or hypothesis) perceptron J is the map performed by a teacher (or rule) perceptron with unknown weights B = fB j g but the same architecture and transfer function. Then, the training (or data) set L = f(S 1 ; 1 B ); : : : ; (S ; B ); : : : ; (S P ; P B )g is composed of P = N input-output pairs (S ; B ) where the input vectors have some probability measure d L (S) and the desired output is given by B = g(b) ; b p N B S ; (2) where b is the rule local eld.
Usually, the learning process is thought of as an iterative minimization (say, by gradient descent) of some cost function de ned by the total data set (o -line learning). This presuposes the storage and repetitive presentation of the learning set (the so called learning epochs). However, a simpler learning process (on-line learning) has been considered where examples are presented only once and sequentially. The change in the perceptron weights being done along the gradient of a cost function de ned only by the new example and the present network state J( ? 1).
Performace measures
Di erent cost functions de ne learning algorithms with di erent generalization performances. The generalization performance can be measured through the achieved correlation (or overlap) between the hypothesis and rule vectors, which we write as B J p MQ = cos ; (3) where Q J J and M B B are the student and teacher norms respectively and is the angle between the two N-dimensional vectors (see gure 1). We want to calculate the (4) where d T (S) is the measure of random input vectors whose components are drawn from a distribution with zero mean an unit variance. We observe that this test set measure d T may be not the same as the training set measure d L .
Note that when M and Q are xed (say, M = Q = 1 as in 4]) then maximization of is equivalent to minimization of e g and we have e g = 1? . If, however, Q also can be adjusted, then it is trivial to see from (4) that e g can be further minimized by choosing Q such that p Q = p M (see g. 1) giving e g = 1 ? 2 . Since e g depends not only on the angle between J and B but also on the modulus of J it seems to us that it is not a complete measure for describing the learning process because vectors J at di erent angles from the rule vector B will be characterized by the same e g .
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θ Figure 1 : Geometrical interpretation of the learning problem: the overlap is the cosine of the angle between the vectors B and J. In the constrained case (dashed) the perceptron must lie in the external circle (which represents a N ? 1 dimensional spherical surface). In the unconstrained case (solid) the optimal perceptron is found to lie in the internal surface.
We think that it is important to assign di erent performance measures to vectors at di erent angles from the rule. This is the case for Boolean perceptrons where the error measure e B g depends univocally on through e B g = ?1 arccos 2]. We observe that e B g can also be used to characterize the linear perceptron: it measures the probability that the hypothesis produces a response with a wrong sign. Perceptrons presenting the same value for e g may have di erent values for e B g .
We thus prefer to concentrate our attention on the evolution of the overlap ( ) as a function of the number of examples, and to consider separately the case with constrained (that is, hypothesis norm Q xed) and unconstrained learning, as is done by Krogh and (5) where is a decay parameter (which we may allow to depend on the example ) and F( ) is a function to be optimally determined later. At this point it is worth mentioning that we do not know on what variables it depends, much less its form.
From the corresponding evolution of the escalar products R( ) = B J( ) and Q( ) = J( ) J( ) we obtain a di erence equation (up to order 1=N) for the evolution of the overlap
where h p N J( ?1) S is the hypothesis local eld and I S S is the input vector norm. Note that h is de ned by using the new example with the previous state J( ? 1) .
From eq. 6 we can obtain, in the limit N ! 1, a di erential equation for the overlap evolution in the`continuous' time = =N 8, 10, 14] ,
where h i denotes an average over the latest example. The evolution of the norm p Q is obtained by the same procedure giving
These equations can be used to determine and Q (and then e g ) for an speci c distribution of examples for any algorithm F. The decay factor can be used to make dQ=d = 0. If we start from the initial condition Q(0) = 1 we can mimic the spherical perceptron constraint. IF = 0 we have the case of unconstrained learning.
Optimal on-line learning procedure
From a variational analysis we nd that the function F( ) which maximizes the overlap increment per example d =d is
Without loss of generality the input vector can be normalized to I = 1, being clear that (9) is the general optimal function when this is not the case. The optimal learning algorithm then assumes the form
We can de ne a cost (or energy) function such that the learning dynamics eq. (5) can be regarded as the instantaneous gradient descent in the space of normalized vectorsĴ i
where E (J) is the cost function provided by example . Since in general we may have E depending on Q( ? 1), only in the case of constrained learning Q = const the derivatives in J i andĴ i will be equivalent.
We will show bellow that the training energy which generates the optimal function (9) can be written in the suggestive form 10, 14] E opt (J) = ?? ln P( B j h ) ? ? ln Z (12) where Z is a constant, ? is a parameter discussed below and P( B j h ) is the conditional probability of the new output data given the eld h (that is, given the present hypothesis J( ? 1) and the input S ). Although irrelevant for the learning process (since it depends only on the derivative of E opt ), we conserve the constant term Z for posterior discussion.
This cost function is reminescent of maximum log-likelihood methods, but the new element here is the parameter ? = 1 ? 2 2 = tan 2 (13) which can be regarded as a time dependent (or better, a performance dependent 14]) learning rate parameter which decreases to zero as J gets closer to B. Although we are in a noiseless learning case, ? plays the role, in a formal sense, of a temperature-like quantity and will thus be dubbed the hypothesis temperature, since it is zero if the hypothesis J is in the`ground state' B and is in nite if there is no correlation between them. This`temperature', which is a measure of the similiarity between rule and hypothesis, should of course not be confused with the learning temperature usual in the literature which describes the noise level of the stochastic learning process. We now show that the prescription given by eq. (12) exp ?
Introducing in eq. (12) we obtain the desired cost function
if we use (12) with Z = (2 (1 ? 2 )) 1=2 . Note that the original dynamics (10) is recovered only after changing from theĴ to the J variables, which imply the appearance of a Q term necessary to one get the expression for F( ), eq. (9). This energy function naively resembles the standard quadratic error function, but the 1= factor has a non negligible e ect which leads to improved performances 1 .
Optimal performance for uniform distributions
We consider now the cases where the components of S are drawn from an uniform distribution in the hipercube f 1g N or from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance. (19) This is a theoretical upper bound for ( ) for any algorithm used in on-line mode. In this form it does not correspond to a practical algorithm because the optimal function F given by eq. (9) depends on the unknow parameters M and . The form for the optimal weight function suggests that we should estimate (in an on-line manner) these parameters from the data set. A possible way to do this will be discussed in the next section, and by now we will assume the simpler case, usual in the literature, where M is know. In the case of constrained learning Q = M = 1 the algorithm can be used by substituting in a self-consistent manner the value ( ) by the theoretical value ( ). The optimal function is then 
By appropriately choosing the tabula rasa Q(0) = 0 as initial condition, we have p Q = c for some constant c which can be set to one. In this case an approximation of the optimal algorithm will be F = (b ? h), that is, the optimal algorithm for unconstrained learning reduces to the standard one (with a pre-normalization of the datab = b= p M). It is important to stress the fact that the distribution of examples P(S) was used to calculate the corresponding evolution of the overlap ( ) but it is not necessary to know it exactly in order to determine the optimal on-line algorithm eq. (9), which depends on the less speci c conditional probability P(bjh). Several distributions P(S) can generate the same conditional distribution P(bjh) with, say, di erent forms for P(h). In the case of Boolean perceptrons the distribution P(h) a ects the evolution of ( ) and controlling it may be a good learning strategy (learning by queries 10, 14]). It is easy to show from eq. (7) that, in the case of linear perceptrons, selection of examples leads to no improvement.
The standard algorithm
The same calculation can be done for the standard algorithm which uses 
which clearly is not optimal since the result for optimal on-line learning eq. (19) gives, for small ,
In gure 3 we compare the overlap produced by the various algorithms. It is very interesting that optimal on-line learning, with a negligible computational cost, presents better results than o -line learning with the standard algorithm up to 0:71. Concerning speci cally to on-line learning procedures, the bounds obtained above are also valid for the graded response perceptrons, since in this case the optimal algorithm utilizes the weight function F( ) = s Q M 
The constant ! e is an integration time which, from previous ndings 14] and numerical simulations, we suggest to be used with the value ! e 2 for a good compromise between accumulating enough data for reliable statistics and minimizing the lag from the dri ting rule produced by a large integration time. The norm Q is a measurable (although non-local) quantity. In the case of an unknown teacher lenght, the dependence on M can be remediated 
for the true value of M. If we use ! B = 1= we have e ectively thatM( ) is an estimative of the teacher lenght M calculated from the entire learning set. If we use a constant ! B the average is done only over a time span so that the estimator can be used, with the aid of the previous estimatorê g , for the tracking of a drifting rule B which changes not only its direction but also its lenght. Althought somewhat involved, the above estimative procedure provides not only a method for using the optimal algorithm but also gives a very interesting robustness to the perceptron behaviour. There is no separation between trainning and performance phases, the estimatorê g for the generalization error being a vigilance parameter which detects changes in the enviroment and increases the`attention' function F through the parameter (ê g ).
Along with the versatility of incremental learning (which naturally forgets old examples no longer representative of the actual enviroment B) this model provides a simple and analytically solvable example of an arti cial neural network behaving as a truly adaptive system (and not only as a parametric one). Since it has been demonstrated recently 16, 17, 18, 19 ] that on-line learning is e ective for multilayer machines, we expect that future on-line adaptive multilayer nets constructed from the same principles will substitute the traditional o -line backpropagation nets for real world problems with changing enviroments. 
The Gibbs distribution is used to perform averages over the a posteriori distribution of the weights, the thermal averages denoted by h i T . Since this distribution, and so the partition function, still depends on the speci c realization of the learning set L (which is a set of random quenched variables), we need to perform a quenched average over the possible learning sets by using the replica method. The formalism of replicas is by now standard 1, 2, 4] and we present only the results. Our calculations will be done for a training energy suggested by the optimal on-line algorithm,
where the parameter r( ), which if our prescription (12) is correct will be found to be the overlap ( ), is by now considered an arbitrary function to be optimized at the nal stage of our calculations. The replica formalism is very attractive because the order parameters which appear in the calculations R a = hJ a Bi T ; Q ab = hJ a J b i T (40) have a natural interpretation in the learning problem. The rst is the (non-normalized) average overlap between the hypothesis and the rule perceptrons and the second is the typical overlap between two possible hypothesis or students; a and b are replica indeces.
Replica symmetric results
If we assume replica symmetry R a = R; Q ab = Q ab + q(1 ? ab ) ; (41) which is a valid assumption for the case of noiseless examples 7], we obtain the free energy density as 
which are the hypothesis-rule overlap, the inter-hypothesis overlap and the ratio between the noise variance and the weight vector lenght respectively. The relative quantityT is clearly the relevant measure of the`temperature', and not the absolute noise variance itself. 
The order parameters andq are given by the saddle point equations @f=@ = 0 and @f=@q = 0. After a simple algebra we obtain = r x 1 + x ; 
It is important to observe that the same result may be obtained if we extremize f with respect to r. The condition @f=@r = 0 gives directly r opt = ! The result r opt ( ) = opt ( ) corroborates our prescription (12) derived from the optimal on-line algorithm. We conjecture that this prescription leads, indeed, to an optimal oline algorithm, althought this has not been rigourously proven. By now, we will call this algorithm as the`optimal' one (within commas). The valueq = 1 means that there is only one`optimal' generalization vector which is determined by the learning set. Seung et al. 4 ], in contrast, obtain thatq = M=Q for the overlap between the hypothesis produced by the standard algorithm (which is obtained using r = q Q=M). We observe that all these results are valid for < 1. For > 1 we have perfect generalization = 1.
It is curious that in both the o -line and on-line cases the simple relation opt = p emerges, where opt is the`optimal' algorithm result, while is the result obtained by using the empirical error as cost function. A similar relation Bayes The behaviour for T > 0 requires some lengthy discussion and will be reported elsewhere.
Conclusions
The o -line learning algorithm suggested by the optimal on-line procedure is equivalent to a synaptic dynamics that minimizes the cost function E(J; t)=Q = N ; (51) where ?(t) = (1? 2 (t))= 2 (t). We can estimate (t) by some method or, if we are interested only in the equilibrium performance (without caring about learning times), we can use the equilibrium value (t ! 1) = p as have been done in the previous section.
This can be regarded as a maximum log-likelihood method with an optimally decreasing learning rate ?(t). But if we consider the function E(J; t) as the true cost function (that is, ?(t) being an essential part of the algorithm), then this cost function is more an energy-like than an entropy-like quantity as usually regarded in the optimization literature.
The parameter ? has a non-negligible e ect in the on-line case. However, since the e ect of a learning step vanishes for the equilibrium properties when minimizing a cost function, the above considerations (entropy versus energy interpretation) would seem to be irrelevant for the o -line case. An interesting possibility suggested by the above results is, however, that even for exhaustive learning, the step parameter has a non-trivial e ect in the learning times. We conjecture that the minimal characteristic learning time (a lower bound) will be obtained by using a learning rate given by ?(t). This eventually may be con rmed by using the dynamical approach of Krogh and Hertz 3] . If this is true, these results suggest rethinking maximum-likelihood methods by incorporating the learning rate parameter (thè hypothesis temperature') as an essential and non-trivial component of the cost function E which has`energy' (and not`entropy') as its physical analogue.
Finally we stress the fact that we have presented a simple and clear example where the naive minimization of the empirical error leads to over tting even with noise-free data. Thè optimal' algorithm is an inconsistent one (its empirical error is always non zero), but has better generalization than consistent algorithms. We have also shown that the proper choice of the cost function leads to an on-line performance better (for < 0:71) than the brute force o -line learning of standard algorithms. These results are consistent with previous ndings on the generalization properties of Boolean perceptrons 10]. We expect that results like this will also hold for richer network architectures than the single layer perceptron.
